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HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 
 
 The MICHR Pilot Grant Program (PGP) is required to comply with the National Center for Advancing 
Translational Sciences’ (NCATS) policy regarding research involving human subjects. According to the policy, 
all pilot projects funded through MICHR that involve human subjects are required to secure prior approval from 
NCATS before funds can be released and work on the project can begin. This process enables NCATS to 
ensure that human subjects are protected and appropriate data and safety monitoring is used. 

 Detailed information about what documentation is required is attached. Please note that this process is 
estimated to take a minimum of 30 days. The official award notification cannot be released until approval is 
secured. We recognize that this is going to lengthen the time between submission and award, and will do 
everything we can to expedite the process. If your proposal receives a fundable score, PGP staff will work with 
you to compile the documents and submit to NCATS through ORSP. 
 
Please see the NCATS’ FAQ page for answers to common questions: 
https://ncats.nih.gov/funding/grantees/approval-faq  
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Guidance for Successfully Submitting an NCATS Prior Approval Request for 

Delayed Onset Research Involving Human Subjects 

Why Prior Approval is Needed 

Certain research applications may be submitted to a sponsoring agency with the knowledge that human 

subjects will be involved during the period of support, but definite plans for this involvement cannot be 

described in the application (45 CRF 46.118). This situation is referred to as "delayed onset human 

subjects research." As noted in the NIH Grants Policy Statement (GPS), after award and prior to the 

involvement of human subjects, the grantee must submit to the NIH awarding Institute/Center (IC) for 

approval, a detailed human subjects section that follows the NIH Supplemental Grant Application 

Instructions that are part of the NIH competing application guide as well as the terms of award.   

Therefore, grantees must receive approval from NCATS for all pilots and K scholar projects involving 

human subjects, including pilot projects funded through institutional funds identified as voluntary cost 

share the in the Notice of Award.  Pilot and K Scholar CTSA projects will be reviewed and approved by 

NCATS staff to ensure protection of human subjects, appropriate data and safety monitoring, and 

scientific integrity.   

What to Submit 

Attach the following documents to the e-mail requesting prior approval of delayed onset research 

involving human subjects: 

1. The NIH Biosketch for the pilot project investigator or the KL2 scholar who is conducting the 

research 

2. The complete clinical research protocol  

3. The informed consent document (and assent document, if applicable) 

4. Identification of the specific amendment/ancillary study or portion of the protocol that is 

supported by NCATS funding, if the entire parent protocol is included in the submission 

5. An explanation of exactly what is being supported by NCATS pilot or KL2 scholar funding, if the 

proposed clinical research protocol is considered an amendment to a parent protocol 

6. Product information such as the clinical investigator brochure, package insert, or description of 

the device, if a clinical trial is proposed  

7. Documentation that an IND or IDE has been obtained, or letter from the FDA that the study is 

IND-exempt or the IDE has been waived, if a clinical trial is proposed  

8. A new or revised “Protection of Human Subjects” section for the pilot or K scholar project that 

(A) clearly describes the risk, protections, benefits and importance of the knowledge to be 

gained by the revised or new activities (as required in the Notice of Award and explained in 

“Part II: Supplemental Instructions for Preparing the Human Subjects Section of the Research 

http://www.hhs.gov/ohrp/humansubjects/guidance/45cfr46.html#46,118
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/nihgps/HTML5/section_4/4.1_public_policy_requirements_and_objectives.htm#Human3
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/424/index.htm
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/424/SupplementalInstructions.pdf
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Plan” of the NIH competing application instructions), and (B) clearly identifies the information 

relevant to the pilot or KL2 scholar project  

9. Inclusion Plans for Women, Minorities, and Children 

10. Targeted Enrollment Table or Inclusion Data Record (IDR) 

11. Data and Safety Monitoring Plan (DSMP)  

12. Assurance or certification that the pilot project awardee or KL2 scholar and any Key Personnel 

directly involved in the study have taken appropriate education in protection of human subjects 

13. IRB approval of the proposed clinical study (while encouraged, IRB approval is not required at 

the time of the prior approval request submission in order to allow for parallel processing; 

however, any NCATS approval of delayed onset research involving human subjects will be 

contingent upon final IRB approval, and NCATS reserves the right to request IRB-approved 

documentation before issuing a final decision) 

How to Submit 

1. Name and save the required documents (listed above) according to the File Naming Conventions 

document that was distributed by NCATS (accompanying the Document Checklist and this 

guidance) 

2. Send the required documents (listed above and named according to the File Naming 

Conventions document) to your Authorized Organization Representative (AOR) 

 Documentation must be submitted to NCATS by an Authorized Organization 

Representative (AOR) (NIH Grants Policy Statement, chapter 8.1.3). This requirement 

also applies to research conducted by KL2 scholars, if supported by NCATS funding.  

3. The AOR should submit the request and all required documentation (listed above and named 

according to the File Naming Conventions document) to the appropriate NCATS Grants 

Management Specialist via e-mail, with a cc: to the appropriate NCATS Program Director, and 

include the complete grant number in the subject line. 

When to Expect a Response 

Although NCATS has up to thirty (30) days after receipt of a complete packet to finish the review, it is 

our sincere intention to expedite this process.  Having a complete packet with its contents clearly 

identified and explained is critical to ensuring we can do this efficiently. 

Where to go with Questions 

 For questions that are specific to your grant or human subjects prior approval request: Contact 

your Program Director or Grants Management Specialist 

 For general questions about the prior approval policy and process for delayed onset research 

involving human subjects: Submit a question to the HS_VASPriorAppvlQuestions@ncats.nih.gov 

mailbox 

http://grants.nih.gov/grants/funding/424/SupplementalInstructions.pdf
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/policy/nihgps/HTML5/section_8/8.1_changes_in_project_and_budget.htm#Requests
mailto:HS_VASPriorAppvlQuestions@ncats.nih.gov

